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Mail :: Inbox: Re: AWM removal of fenc…
Mon, 09 May 2011 18:22:38 -0500 [06:22:38 PM CDT]
shelly@day-by-day.org
"R. Mike Jacobson" <r.mike.jacobson@gmail.com>
"Clifford Johnson" <cra_usa@yahoo.com>, "Boyd Williams" <boydthetrucker@yahoo.com>,
"GG Gerlis" <gg@gerlis.net>
Re: AWM removal of fence around trash can

I vote to remove it too--its beginning to be an eyesore and has several sections
that need to be repaired.
Quoting "R. Mike Jacobson" <r.mike.jacobson@gmail.com>:
[H ide Q uoted T ext]

Yes
Jake
On Fri, May 6, 2011 at 10:47 AM, Clifford Johnson <cra_usa@yahoo.com> wrote:
Hello Trustees,
Now that we are officially not in the trash business I think it appropriate
to remove the fenced in area around where the trash can once lived.
Here are my reasons:
1) The many non-hideaway users of our former trash service will continue to
fill up the fenced in area, trash can or not. Surly no Hideaway owner would
throw trash on the ground in protest to having to pay for their own trash.
2) A future board might think they can put trash service in place without a
vote of all the people. If the fence remains it will only serve as a
reminder that the Association once provided trash service to most of north
Sanpete County.
3)

A fence with nothing in it just looks out of place.

4) there will be more room for motor homes this summer and in a few weeks
when owners show up for Memorial Day.
I'm sure there are other reasons but those are good enough to remove the
fencing.
A big "thank you" is due to Boyd Williams for paying $20 bucks to several
people to clean the area. I was down there on Wednesday and it looks great!
The plan is to take a torch and cut the poles off at the ground
left is a clean cement slab.

so all is

Please send me your vote.
Clifford Johnson
HVPOA President
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